molecules present on the surface of donor-derived antigen-presenting cells (APCs). In the indirect pathway of allorecognition, host T cells respond to processed doThe alloimmune response can be divided into specific nor-derived peptides bound to syngeneic MHC molejunctures where critical decisions between tolerance cules and presented in a self-restricted manner. and immunity are made which define the outcome Studies over the past twenty years suggest separate of the transplant. At these "decision nodes" various but complementary roles for these two pathways of allocytokines direct alloresponsive T cells to develop eirecognition in rejection and tolerance. This does not ther a proinflammatory response aimed at graft deappear to be the result of differences in the quality of struction or an immunoregulatory response facilitating the T cell response, or the cytokines elicited, but rather graft acceptance. This review will focus on the role of is based on differences in cell quantity and locale. 
hematopoietic chimerism (Sykes, 2001 ). This strategy and homeostasis in vivo have not been clearly defined, in vitro systems indicate an important role for cytokines, exploits the natural homeostatic mechanisms used to including IL-4 and granulocyte-macrophage colonycreate self-tolerance during T cell development in the stimulating factor (GM-CSF) in particular, in promoting thymus. Mixed chimerism and other strategies of central the development of these cells from bone marrow-and (i.e., thymic) tolerance appear to act almost exclusively peripheral blood-derived precursors. Type-1 interfervia deletional mechanisms, with scant if any evidence ons, which are secreted from a variety of different cell for anergy or regulation (Nikolic and Sykes, 1997). As a types in response to inflammatory damage, can also result, the requirement for cytokines, as they may exist, lead to DC development in vitro. Infection or tissue damin this process has not been investigated in depth. Thus, age (such as takes place in the context of transplantafor the purposes of this review, we will restrict our distion) promote the maturation of DCs. In contrast to their cussion to the role of cytokines in the regulation of peimmature counterparts, mature DCs can efficiently inripheral tolerance, i.e., strategies primarily targeted at duce T cell expansion and differentiation, which has mature T cells in secondary lymphoid organs.
led to the emergence of a model whereby infection or It is conceptually useful to divide peripheral transinflammatory tissue damage helps provide the danger plantation tolerance into two distinct but not mutually signals required for the development of an immune reexclusive temporal phases (Li et 
